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Message from the Guest Editors

Safety is one of the most important issues in modern
industrial plants and industrial activities. The role of Safety
Engineering is to ensure that production systems have
acceptable safety levels, not only to respect local laws and
regulations, but also to improve production efficiency and
to reduce manufacturing costs. For these reasons, the
choice of a proper model for risk assessment is crucial.

Emergency management in industrial plants is a
fundamental issue to ensure the safety of operators. The
emergency management analyzes two fundamental
aspects: system reliability and human reliability. System
reliability is the capability of ensuring the functional
properties within a variability of work conditions,
considering possible deviations due to unexpected events.
However, system reliability is strongly related to the
reliability of its weakest component. The complexity of the
processes could generate incidental situations, and the
worker appears (human reliability) to be the weakest part
of the whole system.

This 2nd Edition of the Special Issue seeks research papers
on various aspects of industrial safety, risk management,
and reliability allocation in production systems.
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Message from the Editor-in-Chief

Addressing the environmental and public health
challenges requires engagement and collaboration among
clinicians and public health researchers. Discovery and
advances in this  research field play a critical role in
providing a scientific basis for decision-making toward
control and prevention of human diseases, especially the
illnesses that are induced from environmental exposure to
health hazards. IJERPH provides a forum for discussion of
discoveries and knowledge in these multidisciplinary fields.
Please consider publishing your research in this high
quality, peer-reviewed, open access journal.
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